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Category: architecture-and-engineering

You will like

Detailing structures for this firm of structural design & AutoCAD professionals, based in

Weston Super Mare, WSM, North Somerset, commutable from Bristol. They are respected

for providing on-demand services to contractors and consultants in requiring structural design

expertise in commercial residential & institutional sectors.

You will like

The Structural Technician role itself where you will be working with a highly skilled design

team, developing your CAD/Revit skills, working on a variety of structural engineering projects

in the UK & Internationally. More specifically:

* Predominantly office based

* Structural work

* Measuring up on site

* Excellent training

This is an excellent opportunity for a structural or civil technician to join a company that will

offer you excellent training and technical progression into senior a role.

You will have

To be successful as Structural Technician you will need a qualification in engineering and ideally,

have some knowledge of structural engineering.

This role would suit someone looking for their first engineering opportunity either as a fresh

civils/structures graduate or other recognised certificate or diploma in engineering. Someone

wanting to join a company where you can play a key role in its growth and development, with
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a genuine opportunity for progression and training for the right candidate.

The bulk of the work is in Reinforced Concrete (RC) so knowledge of such projects will be an

advantage.

You will get

As a Structural Technician you will enjoy a competitive salary of £20K-£25K+ according to

skills and experience, plus benefits package

Benefits include 26 days annual leave, pension, industry-recognised training program, and

professional development.

The role offers excellent career prospects within a friendly and professional team that is

proud of the quality of the service it delivers to its clients.

You can apply

To Structural Technician by pushing the button on this job posting (recommended), or by

sending CV in confidence to (url removed)
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